
Read the questions and answer choices
and choose the correct answer!

1. What is the main idea of the paragraph with
the bolded heading A Red Fox is Not Just Red?

A. The Red fox is part of the Canidae family.

B. The Red fox has a fluffy white-tipped tail.

C. The Red fox has distinctive characteristics.

2. Which key detail supports the main idea that
Red foxes are easy to confuse with Gray foxes?

A. They both have patches of red and gray fur.

B. The Gray fox has a more rounded face than a Red
fox.

C. The Red fox has a white-tipped tail.

3. Which text feature would I use to learn about
the exact size of the burrow or label the
different parts of a fox?

A. bolded heading

B. diagram

C. bolded word

4. When the author includes the signal words
likewise and similarly, which text structure is the
author using?

A. description

B. compare and contrast

C. cause and effect

5. Why did the author include the phrase garbage-
vores?

A. to inform you that Red foxes only eat garbage

B. to persuade you to feed Red foxes garbage

C. to make you laugh that Red foxes eat garbage

6. Which step is important in both the pounce and
the stalk method?

A. The Red fox follows its prey slowly.

B. The Red fox runs at increasing speed.

C. The Red fox bends knees to jump.
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7. The text reports Red foxes attack a hare from the front. This
detail supports the main idea that Red foxes are ________.

A. hungry

B. cunning

C. quick

8. What are the two main threats to the fox population?

A. staying alert and hiding from predators

B. restricting seasons for hunting and non-hunting

C. hunters and predators

9. The author makes a point that Red foxes have the ability to
adapt in order to survive. What details support this?

A. Red foxes have 1-12 pups per litter.

B. Red foxes will eat almost anything.

C. Red foxes are hunted for their furs.

Read the questions and answer choices
and choose the correct answer!
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